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if you use a supported device, the software zwikel si offers you a lot of utility. for example, a user can look at statistics on a single device, shared devices, or devices that have been installed in the enterprise. also, zwikel si offers useful features, such as print preview, support for
os, statistical information, and even. zwikel si can perform both basic and advanced monitoring. when you first create the tool, you can enable the logging of all the operations performed on the device. in this way, you can easily re-installation with previous versions of the software.
next, you can check the dates of any device update to determine if they are compatible with the version you are currently using. in addition, zwikel si helps you identify the cause of any problem with the software used on your device. zwikel si is the software to back your computer
and the data and devices used in your workplace. grafoplast is recognised worldwide as the leader in specialised identification systems for the industrial automation and advanced services sector. grafoplast marking systems are available for all kinds of cables, wires and electrical
components. our range of products offers a variety of solutions depending on the customers needs: the manual trasp system, the computerised si2000 plotter system, the si2kprint1 thermal transfer printer and the ego line of hand-held printers. dedicated to the identification of the
most varied of objects, the si 2k plotter provides all the possibilities that create a professional product. programming capabilities and workflow-driven ai technology helps everyone to create attractive products in a way that is intuitive. the system can be connected through firewire
and usb2, utilising fibre optic and cat-5 cable, or installed on a pc-based network.
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